II TEAM RANKING

COMPETITION

LASE SEASON 2018-19

LASE re-builds the teams competition and proposes a different format to motivate more players to participate.
More information about the format (World Cup) could be checked in the complete regulation document available on our
website only in Spanish. (Chapter 3) It follows the main rules and fixtures.
Check World Cup format - http://www.worldsnooker.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/World_Cup_2017_Draw_Format_v7.pdf

REGULATION

Official snooker regulation of the World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association (WPBSA).
In all the phases of the league and Final, it applies the rule "FOULD & a MISS".

ENTRY FEE

Team: 50 €

DEADLINE

23th of September 2018.
It is allowed to add teams till the 31/12/2018, losing the rounds played till the moment.

TEAMS

2 players.
Teams name, player A (captain) and player B must be decided when doing the inscription.
A team could not have two players from the top 32 of the starting LASE ranking 2018-19. Any team with a player without
ranking will be subject to a previous acceptance by the board, which will decide on the level of the team.

Women: 0 €

Sub 18*: 0 €

*till 30/09/2018

3.1.2. Regular League (by zones, number to be determined)
3.1.3. Final phase
PHASES

Will classify teams from each of the zones depending on the number of teams per zone and total number of teams in the
league. Minimum of 5 teams per zone / club / local to participate.

LEAGUE

1 match per month, from October to April, matches best of 5 frames, A1-A2, B1-B2, doubles (alternate turns), A1-B2
and A2-B1.
Each match can be agreed to play according to the availability of each team within the established period.
Minimum of 20 teams for the competition to take place.
Zonal / club / local ranking.
All matches are refereed by the players themselves.

ZONES

Minimum of 7 teams per Zone / Region.
Teams distancing less than 200km from each other will be placed in the same zone.
16 teams qualify for the finals. With less than 25 teams qualify 8 teams.
Will classify teams from each of the zones depending on the number of teams per zone and total number of teams in the
league.

FINAL

16 teams and 8 seeded. 8 teams and 4 seeded if total number of teams less than 25.
A single venue with 2 or 4 tables.
With 8 teams in the final phase applies only Sunday from quarterfinals till the final.
Saturday 25th of May 2019, Last 16: 10h00 and 12h00 - first part of the draw. KO best of 5 frames.
14h00 and 16h00 - second part of the draw. KO best of 5 frames.
Sunday 26th of May 2019, Quarterfinales: 09h00 and 11h00 -KO best of 5 frames.
Semifinals: 14h00 - KO best of 7 frames.
Final: 17h00 - KO best of 7 frames.
For this first season the prizes will be distributed as a sports scholarship. Teams will decide on the
Snooker tournament where to participate.

PRIZE MONEY

Team Champion - 40% + trophy
Team Runner Up - 20% + trophy
3rd and 4th Teams - 10%
Medals for all finalists.

Tie-break regular league
The tie-break criteria for the same number of points are detailed in section 3.1.4 of the general rules.

Final Phase
Match number
1

Order Ko Draw

Clas. Regular league
9

2

Schedules

Points

1

Participation

10

Victory

10

8
13

3

12h00' - Match 3 and 4
14h00' - Match 5 and 6
16h00' - Match 7 and 8

Last 16 and Quarters

4

9th - 16th

300

5th - 8th

400

Final
15

5

10h00' - Match 1 and 2

6
10

4

Last 16
S
a
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u
r
d
a
y

3

Semifinals and Final
11

6

5

7

7

3rd and 4rd

500

2nds

600

1st

700

14

(if applicable)Quarters - Semifinals - Final
S
u
n
d
a
y

09h00' - Match 9 and 10
11h00' - Match 11 and 12
14h00' - Match 13 and 14
17h00' - Match 15
Proposed schedules,
obligation to advance matches
if the previous match its over.

12

8

2
Distribution of teams in the draw
With 16 teams from 9th to 16th drawn in the draw, with 8 teams from 5th to 8th drawn in the draw.
Reservations for the Final Phase
1. Next teams confirmed from the Final Entry List, by order and availability, would occupy the position of the
team "re-placed" and the draw will not be reorganized.
2. Any team not classified and that is in the venue (Reserva de presencia ) if it is more than a team it applies
the order of ranking at 1st of May of 2019.
If the team substituting unavailable classified team is to be decided the same day they are free not to fulfil the
dress code.
LASE is free to change or readjust the dates and schedules, zones and venues as well as the
competition format depending on the number of clubs and teams from the deadline on.
For any doubts: info@lasesnooker.com

